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This submission addresses the implementation, security and transparency of
electronic voting. The submission is organised around three key themes:

� the accuracy and integrity of ACT elections,

� the privacy of votes in ACT elections, and

� the transparent demonstration of accuracy, integrity and vote privacy in
ACT elections, so as to earn public trust in the electoral process.

We have identified serious problems in all three areas. We would be happy
to discuss any of these issues with the committee.
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1 Introduction: Evidence-based elections

A paper-based system observable by scrutineers makes it difficult for even an
insider (let alone a bored teenager on the other side of the planet) to change the
record of cast votes. Australia’s long general use of such systems is something
to be proud of, and a cause of the generally trusted low rate of corruption in
the implementation of Australian elections.

Conversely, secretive, unverifiable systems like the ones used in the ACT
2020 election, make it relatively easy to change the recorded list of votes cast,
in a way that observers cannot notice. It also makes accidental errors more likely
to remain undetected. The list of insiders is long, including software suppliers,
hardware manufacturers, cleaners, consultants, and many others who are not as
trustworthy as Elections ACT. And even pollsite systems may be susceptible to
attack from overseas—Internet voting systems certainly are.

We are not claiming that corruption occurred, nor that the system was
designed with that goal in mind. There certainly were errors undetected by
Elections ACT, however. It is critically important to use a system that does
not enable and hide mistakes or corruption. It is not good enough that there is
no evidence of manipulation—a voting system should offer voters and scrutineers
solid evidence that the votes are private and the announced result is correct.

2 Recommendations for ensuring ACT Election
security

We recommend that ACT Electoral law be amended to ensure:

1. that in order to have some chance of detecting the most serious errors
and vulnerabilities, electronic voting code and system documentation be
made openly available for public inspection, at least six months before the
election, including:

(a) e-voting code,

(b) paper ballot scanning code,

(c) counting code,

(d) electoral roll mark-off code, (due to its involvement in privacy issues
in the 2008, 2012, and 2016 elections),

(e) system requirements documentation,

(f) system design documentation,

(g) system accuracy, integrity, and privacy audits, and

(h) any relevant changes to the interpretation of electoral legislation;

2. that all system modifications, audits, and declarations be completed before
candidate nomination closes, with any changed code, documentation, and
legislative interpretations publicly released;
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3. that the pollsite e-voting system have a voter-verifiable paper record, so
that an immutable record of the vote can be verified by the voter inde-
pendently of the software; and

4. that Internet voting be discontinued, due to the high levels of risk involved
in current Internet voting technology.

“Openly available” means without a confidentiality deed.

3 A summary of the errors we found in the EVACS
counting module

We found three errors that could potentially change the results of an election,
though in 2020 — by good luck — they do not seem to have changed the winners.

1. EVACS incorrectly groups votes by transfer value, failing to recognise
when votes deserve to be grouped because they acquired the same transfer
value in different ways. In 2020 this caused some tallies to be wrong by
more than 20 votes; in general, it could cause much larger divergences.
This is described in Section 7.1.

2. The ACT Electoral Act explicitly requires rounding down (to 6 decimal
places), but EVACS rounds to the nearest 6 decimal places. See Sec-
tion 7.2. This causes errors on the order of millionths of a vote and is very
unlikely to change the outcome.

3. EVACS has some other inaccuracies that are consistent with rounding
transfer values, despite this not being specified in the legislation. This is
important because a transfer value’s effect may be multiplied by thousands
of votes. See Section 7.3. This causes errors on the order of thousandths
of votes and could possibly make a difference in a very close race.

Elections ACT acknowledged and undertook to correct both rounding errors.
They do not, however, acknowledge the first error, instead characterising it as a
carefully-considered decision to alter their interpretation of the law. We explain
our interpretation in Section 7.1, but first we address broader questions about
how such decisions should be made, and by whom, and under what degree of
public scrutiny.

4 Background on our analysis of ACT e-voting
and e-counting

The Australian Capital Territory (ACT) has used electronic voting and counting
since 2001, on a system that until recently (2016) was openly available for public
scrutiny. There are four distinct systems directly involved in the processing of
votes:
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� The EVACS Electronic Voting module runs on computers in a polling
place. Voters use a touchscreen to express their vote, which is recorded
electronically.

� The EVACS Paper Ballot Scanning module scans and interprets paper
ballots, recording the results electronically.

� The ACT Internet voting system (OSEV) receives votes from the Internet,
recording them electronically.

� The EVACS Counting module tallies the votes and outputs a set of winning
candidates.

The only system we have been able to examine is the Counting module, and
only because we can compare its inputs with its outputs and find errors without
seeing the code. The errors we found are summarised above and were made
public at the time [3].

We believe that the Internet voting system is new, and that the voting,
paper ballot scanning, and counting modules have been completely rewritten
since 2016. But we can not be certain, because we have not seen any of the
2020 source code.

Over the years from 2001 to 2016, independent examination has identified,
and generally led to the correction of, errors in the counting code ([13] and un-
published work by Tiu and Wilson-Brown). The ANU logic group have written
both detailed general analyses of the ACT’s legislated counting algorithm [8]
and methods for formal verification of STV code [7]. T Wilson-Brown identified
privacy problems in the voting system in 2018 [16].

The ACT’s software problems reflect similar experience in Australia and
overseas. We, and other researchers, have found coding errors and security
problems in other election software also. A coding error we identified in NSW
counting code [2] had led to the wrong person being elected in 2012, with very
high probability. Opportunities for undetectable electoral manipulation and
privacy breach have been demonstrated in pollsite e-voting systems [12, 5, 17, 1]
and Internet voting systems [18, 15, 10, 4, 9, 6, 14] worldwide.

Despite this, in 2020 Elections ACT decided to reimplement the code from
scratch, not to ask any of the experts who had identified problems or published
analyses of it in the past, and not to make the code openly available for public
scrutiny—on any terms—before voting commenced. The code was made avail-
able only after voting started, and only on terms that made it impossible to tell
the public about problems during the election period.

It is true, as Commissioner Cantwell told the JCS Committee hearing on 19
Feb, that the specific errors we discovered, were “of no consequence to the out-
come,” in the sense that they were not large enough to alter the list of winning
candidates in the 2020 election. They did, however, introduce discrepancies as
large as 21 votes, large enough to have changed the outcome of a close elec-
tion. (In the 2020 election, the smallest margin against an elected candidate
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was 82 votes, and the smallest elimination margin among unelected popular
candidates was 25 votes.)

Far more importantly, they demonstrated that the assurance processes within
the electoral commission, which substitute a behind-the-scenes certification pro-
cess for the open public scrutiny of a genuine democratic process, are inadequate
for defending the election against even basic and obvious bugs.

Although the specific errors we identified are in the counting module, the
Internet voting and paperless pollsite e-voting modules represent much greater
threats to both vote privacy and election integrity. These systems have not been
publicly examined by independent experts capable of identifying errors, so we
have little assurance that they are correct or secure. We are highly skeptical that
either the pollsite e-voting code or the Internet voting code are free of serious
errors. If anything, such errors would be more serious because they could affect
the ballot records themselves in a way that could not be detected.

5 Confidentiality, misinformation and the build-
ing of public trust

One of us (V Teague) requested the source code of EVACS on 17 Sep 2020.
The motive was to understand whether Elections ACT had properly corrected
the privacy problems identified by T Wilson-Brown in 2018 (See Section 5.3).
On 24 Sep we were advised it was not yet available because it was “continu-
ing through an independent audit certification process,” and would be made
available only under a confidentiality agreement. At this time, Elections ACT’s
website claimed the software was “open and transparent, and could be made
available to scrutineers, candidates and other participants in the electoral pro-
cess.”1 On Sep 30, two days after voting started, the confidentiality deed was
first made available, via rightToKnow.org.au.2 On Oct 6, more than a week
after voting started, the phrase “open and transparent, and could be made
available...” was deleted from Elections ACT’s website.3 The deed contained
a 60-day confidentiality period which would have overlapped all of the voting
period and most (if not all) of the 40-day period in which a disappointed can-
didate could challenge the election outcome. We refused to sign it, explaining
clearly in an email to the Commission that the impossibility of telling the public
during the election period made it unethical for us to sign.

Another troubling aspect of the confidentiality deed is that it is not clear
that it permits researchers to make their findings public after 60 days. It clearly
prevents them from doing so less than 60 days after notifying the Commission.
The relevant clause is Section 5(2): “(2) The Confidant may publish its Findings

1archived at https://web.archive.org/web/20201002005920/https://www.elections.

act.gov.au/elections_and_voting/electronic_voting_and_counting
2https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/audit_documents_for_the_2020_eva
3https://www.elections.act.gov.au/elections_and_voting/electronic_voting_

and_counting, archived at https://web.archive.org/web/20201017093355/https:

//www.elections.act.gov.au/elections_and_voting/electronic_voting_and_counting
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only if it provides a copy of the Findings to the Territory in writing at least 60
days before the intended publication. ” A written request to amend this to ’if
and only if’ after the election was refused by Elections ACT.

Another of us (T Haines) requested access to the overseas e-voting (OSEV)
source code on the 6th of October and over 130 days later is still waiting for a
final decision by the Commission on being allowed access.

5.1 Why does the code need a confidentiality deed?

We do not see any valid reason for keeping the election code hidden behind a
confidentiality deed. Over the years, electoral commissions in Australia have
advanced various excuses for code secrecy, such as the protection of commercial
value or the (erroneous) belief that security problems are solved by secrecy.

Commissioner Cantwell’s reason, as stated to the JCS Committee, is that
the confidentiality deed inhibits misinformation, but we do not understand this
reasoning at all. We believe that putting clear information into the public
domain is the best possible way of combating misinformation. We also believe
that if there are problems in the conduct of the election, the candidates and
voters ought to know. This is also the position of the EVACS vendor, Software
Improvements, in their 2019 security report, where they ask: “Are there ways
for nefarious activities to be undertaken without an observable impact on the
transparency prodecures in place?” and answer “Transparency [is] Provided
via: ... ii) Publication of source code.”4

The USA: public evidence from paper ballots combats disinformation
Paperless Direct Recording Electronic voting systems (DREs)—the same ba-

sic structure as the ACT’s systems—have been used for many years in the USA,
and repeatedly shown to be affected by both accidental bugs and configuration
errors, as well as security problems that could allow large-scale undetectable
electoral manipulation. Voter-verifiable paper records, and rigorous audits of
them, are therefore required by law in many US states, and are required in
practice by a populace increasingly demanding of evidence that the election has
been conducted properly. The full manual recount of paper ballots in Georgia
was a convincing demonstration of the integrity of the election outcome—that
demonstration would not have been possible if there had been no paper records
verified by voters.5

It would not be acceptable in most US states to have no voter-verifiable
paper record, and it should not be acceptable in Australia either.

4https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/6776/response/19178/attach/7/HAZOPSv1.

0.pdf
5There is evidence that paper records filled in by voters (and scanned) are harder to

manipulate than paper records printed for voters to check, because voters in practice rarely do
check. These experiments would need to be repeated in the Australian context to understand
whether a paper printout is sufficient for typical voters, or whether a system of hand-marked
ballots scanned in the polling place would be needed.
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5.2 Transfer value grouping as a case study

When we first examined the official count we interpreted the legislation’s de-
scription of transfer value grouping the same way that earlier versions of EVACS
had. When we found a discrepancy with the official count, we described it as
an error, one that could cause large discrepancies with the proper count (Error
1 in Section 3, described in more detail in Section 7.1). As already mentioned,
Elections ACT disputes this, instead characterising it as a deliberate decision
to alter their interpretation.

We think it is an error, and that it was probably introduced inadvertently,
noticed, but not corrected because nobody remembered to check the legisla-
tion, or ask for legal advice. This is consistent with documents released under
Freedom of Information in response to our request for all documents relating to
the decision—the only mention of legislation is from retired commissioner Phil
Green, who writes “the Act is probably not clear on the point (I haven’t gone
back to look at it again).”6 To us, the Act seems perfectly clear, and specifies
the 2016 EVACS interpretation, not the 2020 one.

Although we have written (in Section 7.1) our reasons for our interpretation,
we acknowledge that this is not for us to decide. The matter will inevitably come
before a court if Elections ACT persists in their unintuitive interpretation—
eventually, it will affect who wins, as it did in the quite similar 2012 NSW error
we found [2].

If the code were openly available for public scrutiny long in advance of the
election, the discussion could be conducted without the advantage or disadvan-
tage of particular candidates at the centre of it. In 2020, the Commissioner’s
approval of the counting and ballot paper scanning systems was not notified
until 15 October 2020, almost 3 weeks after early voting commenced.7 As a
matter of fairness and transparency, candidates should know the exact rules
used to count their votes before they nominate (11-23 Sep 2020). However,
Elections ACT were still receiving legal advice about vote counting from 24 Sep
- 19 Oct 2020. This legal advice has not been made public.8

Instead of public scrutiny, the vendor appears to have relied on the audit to
ensure code correctness: “the eVACS® software ... is independently audited
... prior to use in an election, to ensure that the software only does what it is
intended to do”9. But the auditors explicitly stated: “It was not the purpose
of the review to verify that the code works correctly.”.10

6https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/documents_on_the_decision_to_gro This is
also attached as an Appendix to this submission.

7Counting: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2020-668/, Ballot Paper Scanning:
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2020-669/

8https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/6963/response/19529/attach/4/

ScheduleofdocumentsEACTFOI081220A.pdf
9https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/6776/response/19178/attach/7/HAZOPSv1.

0.pdf
10https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/6776/response/19178/attach/5/EVACS%

20Vote%20certificate.pdf
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5.3 Voter re-identification as a case study

In 2018 T Wilson-Brown identified a series of vote secrecy problems in the 2016
electronic polling booth voting code. These problems could have linked voters
with their published vote11.

1. From 2001-2016, voters could link other nearby voters with their votes, if
they both voted electronically.

2. From 2008-2016, Elections ACT’s electoral roll and electronic voting sys-
tems collected mark-off and vote times, allowing anyone who gained access
to this data to link some voters with their votes.

In August 2018, Commissioner Cantwell broadly dismissed these claims, say-
ing: “Elections ACT does not agree with the purely theoretical vulnerabilities
raised”.12 But the reporter also notes that in 2018: “Mr Cantwell did not ad-
dress Wilson-Brown’s concern that if accessed, confidential time-stamped voting
data could be compared with when people were marked off the electoral roll.”

However, we now know that the Commission attempted to address these
issues as part of the 2020 EVACS rewrite. On 13 Nov 2020, the Electoral
Commission disclosed specification and security documents for 2020 election
system in response to an FOI request13.

These documents reveal that the commission asked the vendor to make the
following changes to the 2020 electronic polling booth voting system:14

� Shuffle Publicly Released Votes: “Shuffle the votes when stored”: aiming
to prevent part of vulnerability 1

� Remove Vote Times: “Ensure that an elector and their preferences cannot
be matched through the use of timestamp data,” aiming to prevent part
of vulnerability 2

� Ensure Vote Secrecy : “deliver an electronic voting solution for electronic
votes taken at polling places or via telephone voting that completely pro-
hibits the possibility that: an elector can be matched to their voting pref-
erences,” aiming to prevent all of vulnerabilities 1 and 2

These are the top 2 recommendations in Mx Wilson-Brown’s 2018 report15.
They shared these recommendations privately with Elections ACT in January
2018, and publicly disclosed them in August 2018. “When you get your name
marked off the roll and submit a paper ballot they get a very small amount of

11https://github.com/teor2345/Elections2018/blob/master/ElectionsACTDisclosure.

md
12https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-14/voters-in-act-election-could-have-ballot-choices-identified/

10115670
13https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/vote_secrecy_in_2020_election
14https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/6776/response/19178/attach/8/

SecurityandeVACSv1.1.pdf
15https://github.com/teor2345/Elections2018/blob/master/ElectionsACTDisclosure.

md
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information about you. They mark off your name and get some numbers next
to some candidates. Elections ACT could collect just that amount of data when
they do electronic voting.”16

However, since the Electoral Commission has not published the source code
for the 2020 electronic polling booth systems, we are unable to verify that these
changes were made as intended. De-identifying data is a complex and error-
prone process. But the Commission did not have this new process independently
reviewed or audited to ensure vote secrecy. We were also unable to confirm if
the Commission adopted Mx Wilson-Brown’s other recommendations 3–5.

But we now know that the Commission rejected the remaining recommen-
dations, 6 and 7:

� Privacy Audit: none of the publicly available audits include privacy17,
despite the legislative requirement that “the program will... not allow a
person to find out how a particular elector cast his or her vote”18, and
there are no audits of the electronic roll mark-off system

� Transparency: the 2020 source code is under a confidentiality deed19 and
the design documentation was made available only after the election in
response to an FOI 20

We are also unable to confirm if the new overseas electronic voting system
(OSEV) or telephone voting system suffers from similar privacy issues. However,
we note that these systems contain similar components to the vulnerable 2016
system.

� An Electoral Roll Web Service: web services commonly collect timestamps
and sequential IDs. Their traffic can also be observed by internet routers,
providing IP address information that often leads back to individual people
or households.

� A Vote Collection System: database systems are commonly designed with
timestamps and sequential IDs.

Based on our expertise, we have concerns that the overseas and telephone
systems could collect information which could be used to link voters to their
votes. These privacy issues are common in electronic systems. Avoiding them
requires careful design, implementation, testing, and independent reviews of
the privacy of the entire system. Since the design documents and code are not
publicly available, we are unable to confirm that these systems preserve vote
secrecy.

16https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-14/voters-in-act-election-could-have-ballot-choices-identified/

10115670
172001: https://www.elections.act.gov.au/elections_and_voting/electronic_voting_

and_counting/development_of_the_system 2020: https://www.righttoknow.org.au/

request/6776/response/19178/attach/5/EVACS%20Vote%20certificate.pdf
18Electoral Act 1992, Section 118A (2)(d)
19https://www.elections.act.gov.au/elections_and_voting/electronic_voting_and_

counting
20https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/vote_secrecy_in_2020_election
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However, we know that the Commission did not perform any audits or inde-
pendent reviews that checked for vote secrecy issues. They provided one audit
in response to a vote secrecy FOI, which states: “It was not the purpose of the
review to verify that the code works correctly.”.21

5.4 Summary: Confidentiality

The important question here is how decisions about accepting the code should
be made, and how public trust in the process can be earned.

Similar themes arise for counting code, the pollsite voting code and Internet
voting code. We still do not know whether Elections ACT corrected the privacy
problems identified in the 2018 version of EVACS, but we believe strongly that
there should have been a clear public demonstration that they had been cor-
rected. This would have given researchers an opportunity to examine whether
the corrections were secure, and it also would have given voters the opportunity
to decide whether the privacy protections were adequate for their needs.

Similarly, since the Internet voting system is probably easily manipulated,22

it is particularly important to offer honest, transparent, public information
about it, so that voters can make a decision about whether to choose an al-
ternative method. (We would recommend that all voters choose an alternative
method.)

A voter-verifiable paper record would give voters a chance to detect whether
the pollsite machine was malfunctioning and misrecording their vote.

In all these cases, the reputation of the commission may be briefly protected
by hiding the details from public view, but in the long term both the real
and perceived integrity of the elections is protected only by an honest, public
demonstration that the election is conducted properly.

21Full Response: https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/vote_secrecy_in_2020_

election, Audit: https://www.righttoknow.org.au/request/6776/response/19178/

attach/5/EVACS%20Vote%20certificate.pdf
22Our team has spent many person-hours examining Internet voting systems all over the

world. We have never yet encountered one in which votes could not be undetectably manipu-
lated. The more hastily-built the system, and the less genuine public scrutiny it has received,
the more glaring the problems typically are.
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6 Messaging from Elections ACT

We have analysed the comments made by Mr Cantwell and are puzzled by the
following apparent inconsistencies.

Statement Observation
On 19 Feb 2021, in a hear-
ing of the ACT Standing Com-
mittee on Justice and Safety
(SCJS), Commissioner Cantwell
stated that Elections ACT con-
ducted an “Independent certify-
ing process to ensure that the
code functions as it is intended
and in accordance with the law.”

Documents released under FoI indicate that the cer-
tifying process did not include either tests for proper
functioning or analysis for complicance with the law.
BMM’s certification reports for the EVACS voting
and counting systems were released under FoI and
are included as appendices to this submission. Both
clearly state “BMM did not perform tests on the cur-
rent software version,” and, “it was not the purpose
of the review to verify that the code works correctly.”

In his letter to V Teague on
30 Nov 2020, Commissioner
Cantwell stated that in chang-
ing the method of transfer value
groupings, “Elections ACT anal-
ysed this particular element of
the Hare-Clark counting system
in great detail in relation to how
the Electoral Act 1992 seeks to
ascertain a result of the poll.”
(The letter is included as an ap-
pendix to this submission.)

In response to an FoI request for all documents rel-
evant to the decision, Elections ACT produced no
documents detailing reasons for the decision, and
there was no legal advice discovered in response
to the request. There was only an informal email
from retired Commissioner Phil Green, which says,
“Hopefully this separation of transfer value 1 from
first preference votes and transfer value 1 from a sur-
plus is correct. It’s probably arguable either way, but
the Act is probably not clear on the point (I haven’t
gone back to look at it again).”

On 14 August 2018, in re-
sponse to a public disclosure of
vote secrecy issues in the 2016
electronic voting system, Com-
missioner Cantwell said: “The
risks highlighted describe an ex-
tremely low possibility of a voter
being able to identify their vote
amongst the many thousands of
others cast, and using informa-
tion gained to reveal another per-
son’s vote.” [11]

However, a 2019 EVACS Security Analysis23 ad-
dresses both of these risks, saying:

1. “it may be possible for an elector to create a
deliberately unique Preference List”, in fact,
there are trillions of possible unique preferences
per ACT voter, allowing voters to freely create
unique preferences from candidates they don’t
care about24

2. “the orders of electors voting is apparent when
there are very low numbers of electors in a
polling place”, and we know from the 2020
Voter Frequency data that the voter gaps in
Harrison were at least 8 minutes in its quieter
times25
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7 Details of the counting errors

The main counting errors have been summarised in Section 3 and are detailed
here. There are also several minor ones described in our full report [3].

7.1 Error 1: incorrect grouping by transfer value

7.1.1 What the law specifies

When a candidate is excluded, their votes are redistributed. They may have
different transfer values because they may have arrived at that candidate via
different routes. The legislation states:

If a candidate is excluded . . ., the ballot papers counted for the
candidate shall be sorted into groups according to their transfer
values when counted for him or her.26

This is why it can take multiple counts to exclude a candidate. Separating
them by transfer value can make a small difference to rounding, but the largest
effect occurs if some other candidate is elected as a result of some of these
transfers. When candidate B is excluded, if candidate A is elected part way
through the counts in which B’s votes are being distributed, A ceases to be a
continuing candidate and does not receive any more votes from later counts in
B’s distribution.

When we first identified this issue, we assumed it was an accidental error.
However, Elections ACT characterises it as a carefully-considered decision to
treat transfer values of the same numerical value as different transfer values in
some circumstances. Specifically, consider the two different ways a ballot may
attain a transfer value of 1, being (in Schedule 4) either

� 1C(3)(a) or

� 1C(3)(b) followed by the application of 1C(4) in the event that the initially
calculated value is greater than 1.

1C(4) is a correction for the case in which the last parcel is smaller than the
excess. We omit for now the case in which 1C(3)(b) produces a transfer value
of exactly 1, since that is very rare.

We have interpreted these two differently-derived transfer values to be the
same (because they are both 1); Elections ACT since 2020 interprets them to
be different. The main reason for our interpretation that they are the same is
in 1C(4), which states:

However, if the transfer value of a ballot paper worked out in
accordance with subclause (2) would be greater than the transfer
value of the ballot paper when counted for the successful candidate,
the transfer value of that ballot paper is the transfer value of the
ballot paper when counted for the successful candidate.

26ACT Electoral Act 1992, Schedule 4, Part 4.2, Clause 9(1)
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We interpret “the transfer value of that ballot paper is the transfer value
of the ballot paper when counted for the successful candidate,” to mean the
transfer values are the same. Until 2020, the official EVACS code did too. As
of 2020, Elections ACT takes this phrase to mean that the transfer value of
that ballot paper is not the transfer value of the ballot paper when counted for
the successful candidate, but is instead a different transfer value of the same
numerical value, understood to be tagged according to the election events from
which it emanated.

We do not have legal expertise, but we do not see how this interpretation
can be sustained, since it amounts to interpreting “is the transfer value” as “is
a different transfer value.” Nevertheless this is a matter for a court. The rest
of this section describes the implications of this change.

7.1.2 What EVACS does

The ACT’s counting code does not combine votes with the same transfer value
if they arrived at that transfer value in different ways.

Consider again the example from the previous section, in which A reaches
a quota during the distribution of votes from excluded candidate B. If votes
are not grouped correctly, parcels of votes that should be transferred to A in a
single step can instead be split up so that only some are transferred, with the
rest going elsewhere after A reaches a quota. This can have significant effects,
particularly given the importance of the last parcel in ACT elections.

There are several examples in the 2020 count in which votes with the same
transfer value are not transferred in the same count when a candidate is ex-
cluded. In each case, this results in candidates getting the wrong tally, though
by good luck these errors did not change the outcome that year.

For example, in Murumbidgee, count 28, Bec Cody is up for exclusion. She
has received votes with Transfer Value 1 from counts 1 to 21 and 23, 25, 27,
along with votes of transfer value 0.374100... from counts 22, 24 and 26. So
there should be two counts for Cody to be excluded: one transferring all the
votes of transfer value 1, and a second transferring all the votes of transfer value
0.374100... However, in the official tally, there are three.

Count 28: distributes the 5421 votes, with transfer value 1, which Cody re-
ceived from counts 1 to 21, 23 and 25.

Count 29: distributes the 80 votes, with transfer value 1, which Cody received
from count 27.

Count 30: distributes the 140.287769 votes, with transfer value 0.374100...,
which she received in counts 22, 24 and 26.

The distributions in counts 28 and 29 should be done as one batch because
they have the same transfer value, but they are mistakenly split into two.

A more extreme case happened in Bridabella, when Andrew Wall got elim-
inated. All his votes had transfer value 1, but in the official distribution of
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preferences, his votes were distributed in three separate counts. Furthermore,
two candidates were elected in the first of these three counts, meaning they were
not continuing candidates for the rest of the preferences. Nicole Lawder thus
missed out on 21 votes. Mark Parton missed out on 13. By good luck, this did
not change who was elected as there was only one continuing candidate left at
this point. However, earlier in the same count, Taimus Werner-Gibbings was
eliminated by a margin of 82 votes over Johnathan Davis, who went on to be
elected as that final continuing candidate.

This is a very serious bug that could easily change the election result.

7.1.3 What causes this error?

Votes can reach the same transfer value in different ways. This is easily illus-
trated for transfer value 1, which can be reached

1. by ballots that have never been part of an elected candidate’s surplus;

2. by ballots that have been part of an elected candidate’s surplus, when the
number of transferable votes exactly matched the excess (an unlikely but
possible scenario); or

3. by ballots that had a value of 1, and became part of an elected candidate’s
surplus, when the number of transferable votes was less than the excess.

In the third case, rule 1C(4) from schedule 4 part 4.1 applies:

However, if the transfer value of a ballot paper worked out in
accordance with subclause (2) would be greater than the transfer
value of the ballot paper when counted for the successful candidate,
the transfer value of that ballot paper is the transfer value of the
ballot paper when counted for the successful candidate.

Returning to the Murumbidgee example, the votes of transfer value 1 dis-
tributed in count 28 have never been part of an excess (case 1). The votes
mistakenly separated into count 29, despite also having transfer value 1, got
that transfer value as a result of the application of rule 1C(4), (case 3).

Our code, and EVACS before 2020, combined these votes; the 2020 version
separates them.

7.1.4 A simple example to show why this could get the wrong people
elected

Clearly an error that can cause mistaken tallies can also cause the wrong candi-
dates to be elected. We show here a simple example of how that could happen.

Suppose there are five candidates A, B, C, D, E, three seats available, and
39,996 votes, so the quota is q = 39, 996/4 + 1 = 10, 000. Suppose also that the
votes are:
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Preferences Count
A 10,001
A, B, C, D 3,000
B, C, E 3,000
C 7,000
D 9,995
E 7,000

The distribution of preferences should be:

Count A B C D E Description
1 13,001 3,000 7,000 9,995 7,000 A elected
2 10,000 6,000 7,000 9,995 7,000 B excluded
3 10,000 13,000 9,995 7,000 C elected
4 10,000 10,000 11,495 8,500 D elected

When A’s excess is distributed, there are fewer transferable votes than the
excess, so Schedule 4, Part 4.1 Clause 1C(4) applies: “(4) However, if the trans-
fer value of a ballot paper worked out in accordance with subclause (2) would
be greater than the transfer value of the ballot paper when counted for the suc-
cessful candid ate, the transfer value of that ballot paper is the transfer value of
the ballot paper when counted for the successful candidate.” Thus the transfer
value of the 3,000 votes transferred to B is exactly 1.

When B’s votes are distributed at count 3, they should all be transferred
together because they all have the same transfer value: 1. They all go to C,
who thus gets a total of 13,000. C’s excess of 3,000 is evenly split between D
and E, who each get 1,500. This causes D to be elected in the next count.

However, based on our observations of EVACS’s output for the 2020 elec-
tion, we believe that Elections ACT’s official count would incorrectly separate
the distribution of B’s votes into two separate steps, probably (based on the
example of Bec Cody’s exclusion) the votes giving B as a first preference would
be distributed first, then, in a subsequent count, the votes of transfer value 1
that had been transferred from A.

We believe the distribution of preferences would be:

Count A B C D E Description
1 13,001 3,000 7,000 9,995 7,000 A elected
2 10,000 6,000 7,000 9,995 7,000 B excluded
3 10,000 3,000 10,000 9,995 7,000 C elected
4 10,000 10,000 9,995 10,000 E elected

In Count 3, the first part of B’s votes are distributed, thus giving C exactly
a quota. In Count 4, the second part of B’s votes are distributed—these have
preferences B,C,E, but because C already has a quota, they are not distributed
to C. Instead, they pass straight to E with transfer value 1. Thus E is incorrectly
elected instead of D.

This causes a wrong result in an election that is not even close: D should
have beaten E by nearly 3,000 votes, but instead loses because of the error.
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7.1.5 Summary and implications

This is a serious error with real potential to seat the wrong people. It could
cause tallies to be off by thousands of votes in realistic examples. This error
was introduced in 2020 and was not present in 2016.27

7.2 Error 2: Rounding to the nearest 6 decimal places
instead of rounding down

7.2.1 What the law specifies

The legislation states, in schedule 4 part 4.1 1A:

1A Meaning of count votes—sch 4

(1) For this schedule, count votes, in relation to a candidate, means
the number of votes worked out as follows:

BP × TV

(2) Any fraction must be rounded down to 6 decimal places.

(3) In this clause:

BP means the number of ballot papers to be dealt with at a
count that record the next available preference for the candi-
date.

TV means the transfer value of those ballot papers.

Note that (2) explicitly specifies rounding down.

7.2.2 What EVACS does

EVACS seems to round to the nearest value with 6 decimal places.
For example, consider Murrumbidge, Count 22. Chris Steel went 312 votes

over quota and his votes were redistributed. There were 875 votes in the last
parcel. (These numbers can be seen from the official distribution of preferences).
The complete data shows there were 41 of those not continuing, so 875−41 = 834
continuing, so the transfer value is 312/834. Marissa Paterson got 354 of those
papers, so she should get 354 ∗ 312/834 votes, which is 132.431654676...

This should be rounded down to 132.431654. EVACS rounded up to 132.431
655. There are numerous other similar examples.

27For example, in 2016 Yerrabi, on count 27 Michael Pettersson’s 766 excess votes were
distributed with a transfer value of 1 because of exhausted votes/last parcel. 158 went to
Jacob Badakkadethu, and then in count 29, Jacob’s votes were partially distributed, those
with transfer value 1, which included the original transfer value 1 and the ones from count 27
as well, as they should.
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7.2.3 Summary and implications

This is unlikely to make a large difference, and could change the outcome only in
a very close race. Nevertheless it indicates some of the challenges of working with
decimal rounding, which doesn’t align naturally with the binary representation
used in a computer. Although this particular error is reasonably easily corrected,
there are likely to be numerous subtle bugs associated with trying to implement
the requirement to round down to 6 decimal places.

7.3 Error 3: Rounding transfer values

7.3.1 What the law specifies

The ACT Electoral Act does not mention rounding transfer values.

7.3.2 What EVACS does

EVACS seems to round transfer values to the nearest value with 6 decimal places
when applying the rule in schedule 4 part 4.1, 1C(4).

7.3.3 An example

Still in Mumrumbidgee, this time consider count 32, the last count. (This count
should not be done at all, but it was done and it indicates an arithmetic error.)

In Count 32, Emma Davidson’s votes were distributed. These came from
the last parcel from Count 31. Davidson had an excess of 326.962675, with 331
continuing papers in the last parcel, all going to Fiona Carrick.

It might seem at first that all 326.962675 votes should go to Carrick. How-
ever, the transfer value would be 326.962675/331 which is greater than the
transfer value of 1329.553957/1349 at which Davidson got these votes. The rule
in schedule 4 part 4.1, 1C(4) comes into effect (see Section 7.1), and the votes
should keep the transfer value at which they were received, 1329.553957/1349.
When multiplied by 331 papers, this gives 326.228584.

This means that the remaining 0.734091 votes disappear. (EVACS accounts
for these in a column entitled “loss by fraction,” which is confusing but not
strictly wrong)

However, those are not the values Elections ACT computed. They got
326.228635 and 0.734040 respectively, which are similar but noticeably different.

Without access to the source code, we cannot be certain how these values
were computed, but they do happen to be the values that one would get if one
normally computed transfer values with high precision, but, when using rule
1C(4), decided to round the transfer value itself to six decimal places before
multiplying it by the number of papers.

7.3.4 Summary and implications

This bug had no effect in this election, of course, since it came into play in a
count that should not have been done in the first place. But in general, it could
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change tallies by a very small number of votes, which could change the outcome
if the election was nearly tied. Still, it is significantly worse than rounding
incorrectly after multiplying by the number of papers (Error 2, Section 7.2).

7.4 Our source code

Our complete implementation is available at
https://github.com/SiliconEconometrics/PublicService.

We have implemented what we believe to be a correct version (though cor-
rections are always welcome), together with flags for adding each of the errors
described in this report. If we introduce all these errors into our code, we find
no more discrepancies with the official count.

8 Counting algorithm legislation

The legislation for the algorithm for counting votes (schedule 4) is generally
written very well and unambiguously. An exception to this was introduced with
the recent change to rounding vote tallys to six decimal digits instead of an
integer. Section 4.1, definitions, defines surplus as:

surplus, in relation to a successful candidate, means the candi-
date’s total votes less the quota, if the resulting number of votes is
1 or greater.

With calculation of total votes to six decimal places, this raises the question of
what to do if the “surplus” is between 0 and 1. We gather that Elections ACT
considered this carefully and decided that the intention was to treat excess votes
between 0 and 1 the same as other surpluses. We agree with this approach and
recommend that the legislation be clarified to make this interpretation official.

9 Discussion and conclusion

The privacy and accuracy errors repeatedly shown in ACT election software
show that the ACT’s current audit and certification process does not protect
ACT elections from serious software errors.

It also shows that keeping the code secret does not keep all its errors secret.
(Note also that one year’s worth of input and output data does not necessarily
make all its errors evident.)

We could easily have helped Elections ACT detect and correct these prob-
lems if its source code and test data had been made openly available before the
election. We do not understand why Elections ACT excluded all those who had
identified (and helped to correct) errors in earlier versions of EVACS from the
opportunity to assess the 2020 code before it was used.

We reiterate the importance of open, public analysis of the code, discon-
tinuation of Internet voting, and a voter-verifiable paper record in order to
demonstrate that the election is properly conducted.
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